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The CYANSKY H5 is a flashlight specially designed for 
hunting with red, green and white lighting. It stands out 
with the patented built-in filters design so users do not 
have to mount filters separately for multicolored lighting. It 
also features surprisingly long beam distance of 600m and 
powerful 1300 lumens, IPX-8 waterproof and 2 meters 
impact resistant performance. Additionally, the 5000mAh 
21700 battery with type-C charging port offers max runtime 
60 hours and easy charging even in darkness.  

Notice: The above-mentioned parameters (lab-tested by 
using a CYANSKY Bl2150U rechargeable Li-ion battery) 
may vary between flashlights, batteries and environments.

wCree XHP35 HI LED with a lifespan of 50,000 hours.

wH5 has high brightness multicolor light: the maximum 
distance of white light is 600 meters, the red light is 180 
meters, the green light is 313 meters.

wPowered by one rechargeable 5000mAh 21700 Li-ion 
battery and compatible with one 18650 rechargeable Li-
ion battery.

wMaximum output is 1300 lumens.

wMaximum runtime is 60 hours.

wIntelligent digital control maintains constant brightness.

wOverheat protection against high surface temperature 
for better user experience and longer lifespan of the 
light.

wThe tail tactical switch and the side functional switch.

wRotatory ring for changing light color.  

wMade of durable high-strength aluminum.

wPremium type HAIII hard-anodized anti-abrasive finish.

wToughened ultra-clear glass lens with anti-reflective 
coating.

wLow-voltage warning.

wIntelligent memory circuit.

wIP68 waterproof.

w2 meters impact resistance.

w229 grams(excluding battery)

wSize: 64mm(Diameter of head)×25.4mm(Diameter of 
body)×183.5mm(Length)

Product features

On/Off:                                                                                    
Tap the Tactical switch for momentary-on and release for 
off. Press the tactical switch to turn on and off the flashlight.

Output Selection:                                                                  
Single click the side switch for different outputs when the 
light is on.

Change the light color:                                                      
Turning the rotating ring on the neck can quickly switch 
among white light, red light and green light when the light 
is on.

Mode memory:                                                                      
When the light is turned on, it will automatically go to the 
last selected brightness level before power off. Strobe will 
not be memorized.

Overheat Protection:                                                           
H5 circuit offers double protection for overheating from 
both time and temperature.                                                    

When the light worked at the Turbo mode(1300 lumens) for 
5 minutes, it will automatically switch down to 800 lumens 
to avoid overheating.

When the heat is over the safety data, the output will 
automatically step down to reduce the temperature, when 
the temperature is lower than the safety value, the output 
will gradually increase.

Low-voltage Warning:                                                    
When the voltage is lower than 3.0V, the light will flash for 
3 times every 5 minutes to remind battery replacement.

Low-voltage downshift:                                                      
When the voltage is lower than 3.0V, the flashlight will step 
down automatically to a lower brightness level till Eco 
output. The flashlight will not turn off until the battery runs 
out.                                                                

Operating Instruction Attentions

wIf the light will not be used for an extended period, 
remove the battery from the light, or the light could be 
damaged by electrolyte leakage or battery explosion.

wChildren use this product must under the guidance of 
adults .

wThis flashlight is a high-intensity lighting device capable 
of causing eye damage to the user. Avoid shining the 
flashlight directly into anyone’s eyes.

wDo not put the light with battery in it into the fire, 
otherwise it will explode.

wDo not put the light with the battery cover opened into 
the water.

wDo not reverse the positive and negative of the battery. 

Warranty

w15 days free replacement: CYANSKY will offer a new 
replacement within 15 days of purchase for any 
manufacturing defects if the problem occurs in normal 
use. In case the model has been discontinued, the 
customer will receive a similar or improved model in 
time.

w60 Months free repairs: CYANSKY will offer free repair 
within 60 months (5 years) for lights from the date of 
purchase if problem happens with normal use. 

wLimited lifetime warranty: For lights past the free repair 
warranty period, we provide lifetime repairs but will 
charge for parts. The distributor or dealer will notify 
customers of the cost of the part in advance.
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Included

H5 flashlight, 1*BL2150U battery, Spare O-ring, Lanyard, 
spare rubber tailcap, User manual, Warranty card, 
Charging cable

Maximum power: 6V/2A  12W

Focusing angle: 6°

Floodlight angle: 60°

Using temperature range: -30℃~50℃ / -22℉ 122℉

Storage temperature range: -35℃~65℃ / -31 149
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Website: www.freasygears.com 
Email: freasy@freasygears.com
Tel: 0086-752-557 7002
Add: 2F, Changsheng Industrial Park, 325# Jinhu 
Road, Qiaotou Town, Dongguan 523000, China

RoHS

CYANSKY Ltd.co

wExcessive dropping, unauthorized modification or 
reconstruction.

wImproper use, storage or maintenance (such as reverse 
putting of battery).

wBattery leakage.

wSalt water and corrosive damage to the unit.

wDamage caused by improper maintenance.

wOrdinary wear and tear/color fading.

CYANSKY warranty service does not cover any 
damages or failure caused by:

2M

IPX-8(2 meter submersible)

-30℃ - 50℃ / -22℉ - 122℉
64mm/2.52in * 25.4mm/1in * 183.5mm/7.22in

229g / 8.08oz(Without battery)

General  Mode
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WHITE (Candelas)INTENSITY
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WATERPROOF

TEMPERATURE

SIZE

WEIGHT

RED OUTPUT(Lumens)

GREEN OUTPUT(Lumens)

RED DISTANCE(Meters)

GREEN DISTANCE(Meters)

RED INTENSITY(Candelas)

GREEN INTENSITY(Candelas)
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